Abstract

Wireless Networks gained great attention in recent years. In this paper, the proposed Sensor Network Based Oil monitoring system a demo design is proposed. Our system takes the measurements of fluid levels by installed sensors in fluid storing tank. This system works with the 3 oil tanks (tank A, B, C) having same types of sensors stored in tanks to sense the data (level of oil). All three information regarding three levels will be send via RF transmitter. Sent out signals will be received by RF receiver that will be connected to other processor via RF decoder at recording and display end. This is system, which will be connected to computer system’s serially via RS-232 interface to send the measured data or information into computer system to display measurement in form of bars and to record measured data in computer’s database. The Aim of this study is to illustrate how much accurate the level of oil in particular tank during different Temperature conditions and how much variations will be there in the measurements at that time.
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